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This report is divided into four sections: (A) a brief review Of the__

objectives and methodology of this research project; (B) a summary of findings,

and (C) a brief discussion regarding the potential implications of our_reSUltS;

and_(D) an Appendix section which includes copies of all materials produced in

conjunction with this project

Further questions regarding any of this information should be_ditetted tic(
the co-directors of the project, William Hummel and Robert Hahn, Linden Community

SthOols, Linden, Michigan 48451, telephone 313-735-7821;
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A; NETHODOLOGY

1. Objectives

The primary purpose of this project was to investigate the potential value
of microcomputers and specially-designed software materials in the mathematics
instruction of learning-handicapped students.

Specifically; we established these objectives:

(1) to determine whether the use of microcomputers with learning
handicapped youngsters increased their rate of learning in
mathematics;

(2) to determine if a_comprehensive program using computer literacy
training for_teachers and students and specially-designed soft-
ware resulted in greater gains in when compared with
comparable classrooms using similar equipment and commercially-
produced mathematics software, but without literacy instruction
and specially-designed programming;

to design a sequential set of basic instructional mathematics
programs for use with learning-handicapped youngsters; and

(4) to provide these instructional programs to other interested
school districts_within Genesee County, Michigan and to develop
a means for dUpIication and distribution throughout the state.

(3)

2; Methodology

This study involved approximately 90 students who had-been formally identified
as being learning disabled, emotionally-impaired, or mentally impaired. These
students were assigned, for a portion-of-the school day, to -one of 21 special educa-
tion classrooms within the Linden, Lake Fenton or Fenton school districts.

The 21 special education classrooms were divided into 3 groupsi following the
purpose of this study:

(1) an erimentaI group, which received computer literacy training
for students and teachers and used specially-designed software
materials;

(2) a Usage group, which had access to the same amount of micro-
computer hardWare as -the aperimental group, -but did_not
undergo literacy- training and used commercially-available
software materials, and

(3) a Control group; which did not have access to hardware or
software materials.

A sequential set of basic instructional programs in computational skills was
written, refined; and duplicated for use in all Experimental group classrooms.

All students involved in this study were pre-tested and post-tested in Mathematic



_
achievement; using the Key Mathematics Test. This test scores student achievement
in Total Mathematicsi_and also provides a subtest score specifically in Computation

Skills; which was used in analyzing the project results.

All classrooms in the Experimental and Usage_groups were provided with identical

inventories of microcomputer hardware. Whereas the Experimental group classrooms
utilized specially-designed programs; the Usage group classrooms were provided with

commercially-available Mathematics programs. Teachers in the Experimental group
attended at least 10 hours of inservice on computer literacy.



B. RESULTS

For the purpose of this study we have accepted .10 as the accepted level

of significance. This level was chosen because we view -the study as a preliminary
investigation into a relatively new area of research. _Additionally, because of

the field based nature of this study many impotta&variables such as individual

pupil time on the computer; uniform quality of computer time with respect to soft-

ware, areas and degrees of student handicapS, as Well_aS the investment with which
individual educators approached the studyi_COUld not be controlled. The results

may therefore be viewed as an indication of areas into which further research may

prove productive;

There were 3- basic hypotheses which we investigated:

First, classrooms using computers would be more effective_
than traditional classrooms in the remediation of math
deficits in learning handicapped students;

Second, computer using classrooms supported by a program of
instructional and software support would be more effective
than non-supported computer using classrooms in the reme-
diation of math deficits in learning handicapped students.

Third, classrooms using computers would be more effective than
traditional classrooms in enhancing student attitudes
towards math.

A two way analysis of variance was performed on the three grade levels involved

in the study (elementary, middle; and high school); versu-s_the_three Experimental

groups (control, computer usage, and computer experimental). The_andlySis was
performed with respect to: total math gains for both full time Students (Students

receiving all math instruction in the special education program), and full and part
tiMe_students_(students receiving all or part of their math instruction in the -----

special education program). Similar analyses of variances were performed -with

respect to gains in specific computational math skills; No significant diffetEnceS
Were found between the three conditions when all grade levels of students were

intlUded for either math gains or computational gains; However, in each case the
differences between the 3 grade levels (elementary; middle and high SChOol) were

fOUnd to -be significant at the .05 level (See Tables I through III and Figures_I

thtbUgh IV). Because of the significant differences between the groups, data from

each of the grade levels was re-evaluated. Records of computer usage indicated a
lack of appropriate computer usage within several of the high school classrooms.

Computer 160 inditated that_within_these_Usage and Experimental classrooms computer

time for students was not oftly_limited but was also almost totally geared toward non-

instructional game activity. For these reasons, further analysis of results will be
restricted to elementary and middle school students.

A two way analysis of variance_involving_tWo grade levels, elementary and middle

school, and the three experimental groups indicated a_significant difference in the

predicted direction at the middle and eIemehtary_leVel_betWeen_the three groups for

total math gains with full time students, (p =_;06)._ In addition, significant differ-

ences were found between the grade levels for follbwing conditions:



Total Math All Students (p=.05); Total Math Full Time Students ,p=.013); and
Computation - Full Time Students (p=.08). See Table W.

Because of the significant differences between the two grade levels, analyses_
of variance were performed for each group at the middle school and elementary levels.
Significant differences were lound\at the middle school level for Total Math Full

Time Students (p=.08) and Computation Full Time Students (p=.10). See Table V.

In order to assess the overall effectiveness of computer usage;_a two-way analysis
of variance was performed for two grade levels; _elementary_and middle_school; versus
two conditions; control and computer classrooms (combining data from the Experimental
and Usage groups). Significant differences were found between_ the two conditions for
Full Time Total Math students (p=.04) and Full Time Computation students (p=.05).
See Table VI. Further univariate analyses of variance were performed at the elemen-
tary and middle school levels for the two groups; control versus computer classrooms.
Computer usage produced significant differences in the predicted direction at the
middle school for all groups: All Students - Total Math (p,=.09); All Students
Computation (p=.05); Full Time Total Math (p=.04); and Full Time Computation
(p=;03); See Table VII.

A two-way analysis of variance was performed involving the three_grade_levels
and three.groups to measure any significant changes in attitude towards math instruc-
tion; No significant changes were present.

Analysis of usage logs revealed no significant data. There_was a:great deal of
incomplete data at some grade levels; and statistical analysis of the logs was deter-
mined to be inappropriate;
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TABLE I

Two-Way Analysis of Variance

3 Grade Levels versus 3 Experimental Groups*

Total Math / All Students

Control vs Usage vs Experimental

F df

(2,122)

p. Value

;39

Elementary vs Middle vs High 3.71 (2,122 ;03

Full-Thne Students

Control vs Usage vs Experimental .83 (2,75) .44

Elementary vs Middle vs High 5.12 (2,75) .00.

Computation / All Students

Control vs Utage vs Experimental 1.67 (2;122) .19_

Elementary vs Middle vs High 13.01 (2,122) .001

Full-Time Students

Control vs USage vs Experimental 2.01 (2;75) .14

Elementary vs Middle vs High 8.96 (2,75) .001

*Note-interactions were not significant for any group

TABLE II

Summary of Scores (Full-Time Students)

N

Total Math Computation

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Control Elementary _6 .57 .38 .95 1.02

Middle 12 .68 .36 .83 .81

High School 13 .58 .90- .40 .63

Usage Elementary 4 .58 .46 .60 .48

Middle 8 .91 .41 1.54 ;91

High School 4 .68 .48 .83 ;33

Experimental -Elementary 4 48 .51 .88 .57

Middle 21 1.16 .61 1.S9 1.10

High School 12 .35 .83 .26 1.22



TABLE III

Summary of Scores (All

N

Students Full & Part Time)

Total Math Computation

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Control -Elementary 9 .63 .37 1.24 .93

Middle 13 .68 .54 .85 .78

High School 14 .62 .88 .51 .74

Usage -Elementary 5 .54 .40 .68 .45

Middle 13 .95 .41 1.24 .86

High School 6 .32 .71 .37 .76

Experimental - Elementary 25 .76 .42 1.30 .71

Middle 27 1.01 .62 1.53 1.03

High School 19 .61 .84 .33 1.05

TABLE IV

Two-Way Analysis of Variance

2 Grade Levels versus 3 Experimental

Total Math - All Students

Groups*

F df D value

Control vs Usage vs Experimental 1.62 (2,86) .20

Elementary vs Middle 3.97 (1,86) .05

Full Time

Control vs Usage vs Experimental 3.04 (2,49) .06

Elementary vs Middle 6.58 (1,49) .013

Computation All Students

Control vs Usage vs Experimental 2.18 (2,86) .12

Elementary vs Middle .20 (1,86) .66

Full-Time

Control vs Usage vs Experimental 1.94 (2,49) .13

Elementary vs Middle 3.21 (1,49) .08

*Note - interactions were not significant for any group

_L. 1...



TABLE V

e Analysis of Variance at Elementary and Middle School
Levels for Control vs Usage vs Experimental Groups

f df p.value

al Math All Students .82 (2,36) .55

Full-Time .07 (2,11) .94

putation- All Students 1.47 (2,36) .24

Full-Time .24 (2,11) .79

al Mhth All Students 1.54 (2,50) .23

Full-Time 2.75 (2,38) .08

putation- All Students 2.33 (2,50) ;11

Full-Time 2.43 (2,38)

TABLE VI

Way Analysis of Variance (Elementary and Middle)
Control vs Computer Groups df p.value

All Students 3.10 (1,88) .08

Full-Time 4.42 (1,51) .04

All Students 2.31 (1,88) .13

Full-Time 3.87 (1,51) .05

TABLE VII

Way Analysis of Variance (Elementary and Middle)
Control vs Computer Groups

df p.value

al Math = All Students .36 (1,37) .56

Full -Time

/_.

.03 (1,12) .85

putation- All Stud ntS .03 (1,37) .86

Full-Tim .26 (1,12) ;62

al Math All Students 3.00 (1,51) .09

4.40 (1,39) .04

putation- All Students 3;85 (LSI) .05

Full-Time 4.98 (1,39) .03

J. 3

=10=



C. DISCUSSION

The results from this study are mixed.

Results from the middle school level inditate that microcomputers may be more

effective than traditional materials alone at the middle school level; and that
supportive programs for teachers and students when coupled with appropriate remedial

software may enhance computer effectiveness. Not all evidence supports these conclu-

tions. Results from the high school and elementary school levels did not show micro-

computers to be significantly more effective. There may be several factors which may

have contributed to the mixed results; As was mentioned_in the results section;
records of computer usage at the high school indicated that computer time for students

was limited and not geared toward remedial instruction. Further;_ members of.the high

school -staff asked not to participate in the study; This makes the high school data
suspect as to its relevance to computer effectiveness when computers are used as an

instructional-tool. It does, however, raise the question of computer acceptance and

appropriate usage among educators.

At the elementary level a different set of problems arose. Firsti_due tb_the
make up of-the elementary programs; few students were placed for full time math_reme-

diation. jvbst students received basic math instruction in regular classrooms with
special education support: The small number of pupils participating -the Full=Tite
elementary group (n's of 6j4_,4) makes these results of limited significance. Addi.=.,

tionally;elementary, educators at the lower grade levels have_raised the question of
appropriateness for microcomputer usage. with young handicapped students. Some younger
students with learning handicaps may not be able to successfully interact with micro-

computers which involve keyboard entry of input; making microcomputers ineffective

with these students. If computers can be made effective with these students other
forms of software and hardware allowing easy manipulation of the material must be

devised.

Another important variable between the groups may have been the degree of the
instructors' experience with microcomputers. At the middle school leVel all computer
using teachers had had -prior experience with microcomputers in the classroom; whereas

at the elementary level_most computer using educators had had no prior computer _

experience._ It may be that because of the lack of experience educators have with_ _

thit technology an opportunity to use this technology with students is necessary before

optimal use can be made in the classroom.

_
Upon analysis of the results at the middle school level it appears that the most

Significant results were obtained_with the Full Time students; students receiving all

Of their math instruction within the special education classroom; It may have been
that these students had the computer utilization more closely integrated into -their

math- curriculum thus providing optimal benefits for the remediation of their deficits.

Further study of this area may be warranted.

Another factor affecting levels of significance was the large scatter of scores

within each group. In each group, some students made large gains in math while others

made little gains and a few students even posted losses. This inconsistency in testing

is common -with learning handicapped students. To overcome the effect of this scatter-
ing much larger populations of students would be needed to determine significant

measures.

In the same area some teachers noted different levels of acceptance of the

computers. Some students appeared highly motivated for computer usage attempting to



gain additional/computer time while a few students attempted to avoid computer usage.

With most handicapped students there doeS not appear to be one method or type of

material which is effective for all student-S. It may be that computers are effective

in remediating math deficits for some Students and ineffective for others. Further

study in identifying students who may benefit by computer usage may be useful.

Other factors which may have affected levelS of significance were the variation

n time spent on_the computer by studentS as well as the programs used. The amount

of time and types of programs used by individual_Students were left to the discretion

of individual classroom teachers and not controlled with- study. The amount of computer

time should have been controlled for each student, as well as the nature of the

the remedial programs (similar remedial programs were supplied to all classes but

their use was not controlled). This variance in the quality and quantity of computer

time for each student may have affected the levels of significance and should have

been controlled in order to provide a strict measure of computer effectiveness.
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INTRODUCTION

ThiS manual was developed for use as an inservice guide for presentors;

to instruct their colleagues in the classroom utilization of computers. It

assumes that; es a presentori, he/she has knowledge of microcomputers and has

had experience using them with students as an instructional tool: The topics

outlined for each session are merely suggestions and can easily be altered to

fit the audience and time constraints in various school districts. It is

hoped that this manual will be helpful in introducing microcomputers in the

schools.



Inservice Materials

The inservice package contains the following items:

1. Presentor's Manual
2. Participant's_MAnual
3. Student Manual
4. Math programs and accompanying manual

1. Presentor's Manual--This manual is a guide for someone who has used
microcomputers with students and will be instructing teachers in
their use.

2. Participant's Manual--This manual covers the operation of the PET
computer, explanations of computer programs, a guide to available
software, a checklist'for evaluating software, a glossary and bibli-
ography. The manual will be used as an instructional tool during
inservice sessions, as well as a reference guide for the teacher in
the classroom.

3. StudeLt Manual--This is a manual that can be used as a lesson guide
for a group or used as a workbook for individual student use It

instructs students in the usage and care cf the PET computer. An
optional section is included for more in-depth study:

4; Math programs and accompanying manual--The math package consists of
14 programs covering- the -basic computational skills in addition,
subtraction, and division. These programs provide
problems to be worked on the screen as well as hard copies of
results and problems for the user. Also included are 3 additional
programs covering place value; rounding; and estimating. An
infinite number of problems can be produced where the parameters
can be controlled by the teacher. The manual explains each program
in detail.



Purpose of Inservice

In order for computer utilization to be successful as an instructional

tool teachers must first become familiar with the operation of the equipment.

Secondly; they must be given various methods and strategies which can be

implemented within classroom settings. Information-regarding sources and

types of software currently available, should be offered; Lastly; the

opportunity for ongoing dialogue must be provided to discuss the effective

ness of programs; needs which should be addressed and any problems which

have arisen.

When familiarizing teachers with microcomputers, several terms need to

be defined before beginning hands on experience. The most basic of these are

included'in the glossary in the participant's manual; Once the participants

have a fair grasp of these terms they can begin to learn the keyboard and the

functions of the keys. The sessions should proeress to operating the micro

computer using simple commands: i.e.; loading and saving programs. It is

important to note that the teachers should read the manual to reinforce and

supplement the inservice presentations; This will help to allow more time

for hands on experience during the sessions.

Once the teachers feel competent in operating the microcomputers, discussions

should be held on the variety of ways it can be used in the classroom setting;

Teachers will also need to know how, where, and at what cost software can be

obtained. Throughout the inservice sessions the teachers should be encouraged

to ask questions and discuss any successes or problems they may have had or

needs they would like to see addressed. This last item is highly important as

all teachers have a Lnique teaching style and classroom setting with different

needs. Thus the inservice presentor must attempt to meet a variety of needs;

By creating an atmosphere conducive to an open dialogue of sharing ideas; this

objective can be met;



Objectives and Strategies

Session 1

Before the first session begins the participants should be given their

manuals. A brief amount of time should be allotted so that they can scan the

contents.I

The presentor should then begin the instruction of the keyboard, explaining

the function of the keys. This is covered in pages 4-8 of the participant's

manual. Time should be given for them to try the exercises included in that

section. They should be encouraged to read pages 9-10 (using the PET as a

calculator) on their own. As the PET operates very similarly to commercial

calculators, inservice time is not necessary for that purpose.

The next topic to be covered,' the loading and running of programs,

deserves a large block of uninterrupted time for it is the core of information

needed to utilize the computer in the classroom. As most classrooms use the

cassette drive, this method of loading programs should be taught first. If any

of the participants have a disk drive system, that can be taught after the

cassette loading method. A distinction must also be made between the 3.0 and

4.0 Basic machines. However, the method for loading programs (via cassette)

on the 4.0 machines can be used on the 3.0 machines IS well.

Ample time should be given to ensure that each participant can load a

program. Any programs can be used to teach this skill. All participants

should be given the opportunity to run at least one program. (This information

is covered pages 11-17 in the participant's manual.)

-Sessio-n-2 Objective: All participants will be able to copy a program via disk
or cassette. Ail participants will be able to operate a
printer.



When instructing the participants in copying programs, only public domain

programs should be used. Using any other programs is a violation of copyright

laws. The cassette method should be taught first; allowing each participant to

copy one program. Although any brand of cassette tape may be used, better

results are obtained if cassette tapes made for computers are used. (This

instruction is covered on pages 12-14 of the participant's manual.) DiSk

copying may be taught next and is covered on pages 15-16 of the participant's

manual. To avoid future loading errors it is wise to verify each program

after it has been copied.

After all participants have copied a program, the printer can be introduced.

Very little instruction is necessary other than the hook up and paper insertion.

The printer is connected to the PET with a PET to IEEE cable. The cable can

only be inserted one way so there is no chance for error; The proper paper

insertion is crucial. If not inserted correctly, the printer will not print.

The paper must be inserted behind the rocker and over the yellow metal clip on

the left. Detailed drawings are included in the manual which accompanies the

printer. The printer should always be turned on aft the PET and turned

before the PET. The advance paper button, the red button on the right; will

advance the pager-l-full sheet. -Trig-notnecessary to hol-d-the---but-ton-dOWn----

While the paper is advancing;

During programs which utilize the printer a question will usually appear

on the screen: "connect printer and press any key". All that is necessary is

for the printer to be turned on, then any key on the PET can be used to

activate it.

Session 3 Objective: All participants will be able to clean and troubleshoot
their machines. All participantS will be able to edit a

program.



To ensure the machines remain in good working order they should be properly

maintained. When using a cassette drive it is important to keep it clean and

free of dust. This will prevent loading errors and give better copying results.

The only equipment needed is alcohol and cotton swabs. This process is described

on page 18 of the participant's manual. It will take only a few miautes for

the participants to clean their cassette; Page 23 of the participant's manual

lists several common problems and their solutions. These should be discussed

in depth. This will not only avoid 'down time' in the classroom but prevent

unnecessary service calls as well. On page 22 of the participant's manual is

a list of helpful hints. Again; these simple procedures can avoid maintenance

problems and prolong the life of the hardware;

Editing programs is a simple operation, whereby teachers may tailor certain

programs to meet individual student's needs. This instruction is covered on

pages 19-21 of the participants manual. Many programs have the instructions

printed in the directions or they can be found when the program is listed.

Suggested programs to edit are: Flash, U-do-it-spell, Hangman, and Vocab-U-Pet.

All participants should be given an opportunity to edit a program and save the

results.

Session 4 Objective: All participants will be able to categorize a sampling
Of prbgrams All participants will be able to evaluate
programs for use in their classroom;

As software is essential to the effectiveness of the computer in the

classroom; it is important for the participants to know the different types

available. A listing of these types and examples of programs are found on

page 25 of the participant's manual After discussion of each type, one of

the sample programs should be loaded for the participants to view. Then,



other programs can be shown and the participants should categorize them by

type. Since programs were designed for different purposes, each participant

must decide if a particular program is suited for his/her students.

Session 5 Objective:' All participants will design a management system
for their classroom.

Now that the participants can operate the hardware it needs to be imple-

mented into the classroom; This is discussed on pages 26-34 in the participant's

manual. Each teacher must tailor the usage to fit his/her classroom needs.

This session can also be used for additional instruction or problem

solving, if necessary. The presentor may also wish to point out the student's

manual at this time. This is meant to be a guide; When students are instructed

in computer usage and can operate it independently, it eliminates teacher time

which can then be used for direct teaching of the students.



COMPUTATIOAAL REMEDIAL MATHEMATICS

C*R*M

Developed Under U.S. Department of
-Education Project #G008100281

Model _Program in MicroctirribUter Utilitatl-onm_ith_Bandicapped Students

William R. Hummel_i M.A.
Linden CommunitY Schools



All materials developed under this project are protected

by copyright and are not to be reproduced for sale. Howeveri

copying and disemination of any and all materials is encouraged

for educational usage with learning handicapped children provided

no charges are made over and above the costs of materials and

time involved.

The intent of the author is to allow interested: users i

free access to any and all materials with no one profitting

financially from their replication or diatribution,

Materials are available for distribution throughout Michigan

at MiChigan Regibhal Eduaction Materials Centers (REMCS).
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RatiOnale

The Computational Remedial Mathematics (C*R*M) programs

are a set of 17 computer programs designed for use with the

Commodore PET; These programs provide drill and practice in

addition, subtraction, multiplication; and division; as well

place valUe, rounding, and estimating; The programs allow

the teacher to produce problems for practice in specific skill

areas for remediation of computational deficits. Problems

produced are interactive with the computer providing. immediate

feedback to the user. If the prograts are rut with a printer

a permanen": record of the student's results may be Produced;

Paper and Pendil drill sheets may also be produced for problems

in addition through division;

The C*R*M programs are not designed to be use as a complete

mathematics curriculum; A sound mathematics curriculum is

comprised not only of drill and practice with computational

algorithms but also instruction in the use of the algorithms;

as well as, practice with math applications and underlying

concrete and abstract mathematics principles; C*R*M does,

however, provide a necessary supplement to any elementary

math curriculum. Some of C*R*M's benefits are:

Motivation. A highly motivating format for lowly motivated
students.

Feedback. Immediate feedback for students who are unsure
. of their skills;

Specificity; Practice in specific and isolated skill
areas;

rts-vo AVIM and r 28



Repetition. Provides an infinite number of different
problems in any skill area for students who need
a ldt of :practice to master a skill.

7fttiabilitv. The.difficulty levels within specific
skill areas can be controlled allowing StUdent8
tobeintroduced to an algorithm even though they
may not have mastered all skillt normally associated
with that algorithm.

The format of the C*R*M programs allows the teacher to

lesion the type of problems to be produced by answering a series

Of questions at the beginning of each program. This fortat

relies on the teacher's competance within the mathematics cur-

riculum to develope problems which meet the needs of individual

students; The more knowledgeable the teacher is in .math instruction

thr. more ereeCtiVely the programs can be used; However) with

a little ptactice they can prove useful to any classroom teacher.

11
0-merationaI Notes (Screen Interaction)

If the user selects problems to be presented on the screen

problems Will be presented one at a time. The computer works

thrOUgh each problem with the user just as if working the problem

With paper and pencil. The computer prompts each response with

a question mark Unless directed by the computer the user

should not type complete answers) but should-type only the number

WhiCh fit8 the digit being calculated. For example) in a multipli-

Catibh problem the screen might show: _.14 The correct
X 12

response is The screen would next show: 14 etc..
X 12

?8

If the screen showed: 7
Type Complete X E
Answers

the correct
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response would be 14 2.

In subtraction problems which may require borrowing the

screen will print "Press 'B' to Borrow"; When the user comes

to a digit where borrowing is necessary the user must press

'B' and respond as ifibarrowing with paper and pencil. Example:
/

'i'l 5,L 51/ 5:'

618 618 6 13X8 gX8 0Z8

-.-.-7__
27 - 27 - 27 =27 -= 27-

?I /BI ?l ?91 591

In problems which may involve darryihg the computer will

print "Press 'C' to Carry". This operation is optional. 'If

an operation involves carrying and the user presses 'C' then

a question mark will be placed above the next digit and the.

amount to be carried must then be inpUted before continuing

If the user does not With to physically carry he may input the

correct answer for the next digit without pressing 'C'.

The teacher should familiarize himself/herself with; any

program before presenting it to students for classroom use.
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II

Addition 1:?

This btogtat involves the addition of 2 numbers where

the addends and aua'ends are numbers between 0 -n. The f011OWinp:

options are available:

I. Sums_of_

The addend and SUM Of 10 is tresented. The user supplies

the augend.

Example: 6

4. 9

10

'fixed Sums

The addild and augend are presented. The user supplies

the sum.

Example: 5 8

+ 4 + 9

9

Addition of Familis-

The problems may contain either:

1) One family (0-9)

2) A chdide of ratiliea (5 -9)

3) All familie8 (limited to paper and pencil sheets)

3. Addition of Random Problems

The range of digits may be limited contain:

-1) Addends

2) Addends-5-9

Addends 0-2
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Addition 1:2 con

The addition of iafidat problems may also be controlled

for sums. Sums may be limited to contain:

1) All sums less. than 9

2) Mixed sums (0-19)



Addition 1:3-5

This program involves the addition of a column of 3-5

numbers where each number is less than 10.

Example: 6
4 8

3 3

8 5
+ 7 + 2 + 1

The following options are available:

Regrouping of Tens

Depending on the number of digits chosen; either l or 2

pairs of numbers may .be grouped to form sums of ID; The

user may select 3; 4; or 5 digits.

-Example: 5

7 1
6 2 9

3 3 3
+_4_ + 8 + 5

II. Controlled Addends

The range of digits within each problem may be limited to:

1) 0=.8

2) 5-9

3) 0-9



rows.

Addition 2:2-.9-

This program involves 2 column addition ranging from 2-5

Fxample:

27 32
5 + 61

47
30

+ 18

The following options are available:

71
62 32
3

36 20

+ 29 +

I. Two Row Addition

A. 2 Digit 1 Digit

1) no carrying

2) random carrying

3) carrying - one's place only

4) carrying in one's placei random carrying in ten's place

3. 2 pipit + 2 Digit

1) no carrying

2) random carrying.

3) carrying in one's place only

LL) carrying in ten's place only

5) carrying in one's placej random carrying in ten's place

5) carrying in ten's place, random carrying in one's* place

7) carrying in the one's and ten's place



Addition -2 :2 -5 cont.

Multi- row-Addition -E3 -5 rows)

:slumbers within individual digits may be limited to:

1) 0-5

2) 5-9

3) 9=0

A. Addition of :lultiples of 11

Example: go
60 7o

40 6o 90
50 20 90

+ 90 +A:0

3. Mixed -'c- otbAens

1) Numbers ten or greater

Example

Example

47
99 22

10 42 61
34 63 56

+ 92- +____9_1__ +__72_

Numbers between 1 and 99

1
48 14

92 5 90
6 5 2

+ 71 + 79 4- 88

9
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Addition 7:2-5

This Program Involves 3 column addition ranging frOM 1-5

Exampl:

676

7'5 926 492
+ 97/ + C) + 110

473
91
22

+_ Lifl

Numbers within individual digits may be limited to:

1) 1-5

2) 5-9

3) n-9

The following options are available:

r. Addition of-Multiples

Problems may involve either:

A; Addition of Tens

3. Addition of Hundreds

Examples: 40 300

50
21 700
70 600

+ 30 + 100

MiXed Addition

Number sizes may range from:

A; Numbers from 100-0qq

B. NumberS frOM 10=q0.9

C. NUMberS frOt 0=a00

31;
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Addition

This program involves column addition ranging from 2-5

Example:

5941
+ 7 003

6893
7672

+ 4128

4392
7921 79
3220 7010
768, 2000
8710 493

Numbers within individual digits may be limited to either:

1) Numbers 0-5

2) Nttbers 5"9

3) Numbers 1,-(

The following options are available:

1; Numbers rangins: from 1 to 999-

Example:
7890

(18 45
4567 789 9

91 9 57 9335
+ 7898 + 611 + 8700 755

II; Numbers ranging from 1000 to-P990

A; AdditiOn of ^multiples

1) Tetig

2) Hundreds

3) Thousands

3. Addition of Mixed Numbert

3 /t

11



Addition_ 1-4:2C

This program involves the addition of two hUtbert. The

size of the numbers may be varied from 10=999a.

EkaM016: 21t _ 99 al'_ 698 7904
+ 2 4- _LIR + LI_ ÷_ ran,

, .

The user selec-ts of (2-2-1) to be used

in the addend as well as the number of digits (1-4) to be used

in the augend.

The following options are available:

I. Use of zeroes. Zeroes may be:

A. Prohibited

B. Random

C. Controlled in selected digits of boththe addend and

augend. Within each digit zeroes may be:

1) PrOhibited

2) Random

3) Required

II. Carrying; Carrying may be:

A. Prohibited

B. Random

C. Controlled in selected digits. Carrying may be:

1) Prohibited

2) Random

3) Required

(Note: the ability to- control carrying within each
digit is dependent upon the selection of zeroes.)
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Subtraction 1

This Program involves the subtraction of 2 numbers where the

subtrahend and minuend are numbers between 0-9;

Example: 9 7 8

- 2 - 5 - 1

The following options are available:

Random Subtraction

Any single digit numbers which produce a non-negative

answer are possible;

11; Subtraction by family

Example: 9 family 9 9
-

Options:

6 family

=

A. All families 0=9

B. From 1-10 families

9
2

6

-

(Note: if problems are presented on the screen;
only 2 families may be chosen.)



Subtraction

This program involves the subtraction of two numbers where

the subtrahend and minuend are numbers between 1 and 9999.

Example: 16 93 681 681 3472
- 5 - 42 - 5 - 527 = 1223

The following options are available:

14

I. Rast-rioted Minuend (10-19 subtraction)

All numbers in the minuend may be limited to numbers 10-19

and the subtrahend limited to numbers 0-9.

Example: 12 19 13
= 6 .7- 8 = 9

Standard Subtraction

A. Use of zeroes _may be:

1. prohibited

2. random

3. controlled in selected digits of both the
minuend and subtrahend. Zeroes nay be pro-
hibited, random; or required in each digit.

B. Use of borromIng_in_selected digits_may_be:

1. prohibited

2. random

3. required (Note: borrowing is dependent
upon the_use of zeroes
within digits.)
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Multiplication 1

program involves one digit times one digit multiplication.

8 5 7
X 6 x 9 x 7

following options are available.

iolication of famtltes

problems may contain either:

A; All faililies 0-9

B. 1 to 10 families
(Note: if_problems_are presented on the computer
the user is limited to a maximum of two families.)-

.om Problems

numbers within the multiplicand and multiplier may be

laendentIy controlled. Numbers may be limited to:.

A. 0=5

B. 5=9

C. 0=9

41
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Aultiplicatl-on 174

This program involves the MUltiplidatiOn of numoers with

from 2-4 digits in the multiplicand and 1=4 numbers in the

multiplier.

Example:, 42 45 897 4974
8 X_61_ X 16

The following options are provided:

I. Difficulty] Levels

The difficultY of problems may be controlled by limiting

the range of numbers used in individual digits. Numbers

may range from:

A. 0-5

B. 5-9

C. 0=9

II. Use of Zeroes.. Zeroes may be:

A. Prohibited

B. Random

C. Controlled in selected digits of the

multiplier. Zeroes may be:

1) Prohibited

2) Random

3) Required

multiplicand

(Note digital guidelines are available on paper and pencil

sheets for 2 and 3 digit problems.)
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Division 1

This program involves problems with 1 digit divisors and

1 digit quotients and no remainders.

Example
3 /7.17- 3 / 15

The following options are available:

The user may select sets of problems involving selected

families.

Example:
6 / 30

II. Random Division

6 / 12 6 /76-

Problems are nresented in random.

4 3



Division 1:2 =4

This program involves problems with one digit divisors

and 2=4 digits in the dividend;

Example:
9 / 39 6 / 360 7 / 4.826

The following options are available:

I. Digits Within the Quotient

T1,

The number of digits within the quotient may be controlled

to be:

A. Equal to the number of digits in the dividend

One less than the number in the dividend

C. Random

Remainders. Remainders may be either:

A. Prohibited

B. Required

C; Random

III; Zeroes

Zeroes may be controlled in selected digits of either

the dividend or quotient. (Note: zeroes may be cOntrolled

only if remainders are random.)

Zeroes may be either:

A; Prohibited

B. Required

C. Random

IV. Divisor-

The divisor may be limited to numbers from 2-5 or 2 =9

14



Division 2:2-5

This program involves problems with two digit diviSOrS

and 2-9 digit dividens.

Example:
24 / 86 82 / TTy- 67 / 4276

The following options are available:

I. Digits within the Quotient

The number of digits within the quotient may be controlled

to:

A. Equal the number of digits in the dividend.

B; Be one less than the number'in the dividend

C. Be random -

II. Retainders. Remainders may be either:

A. Prohibited

B. Required

C; Random

III. Zeroes (Dividend or Quotient)

(Note: zeroes may be controlled only if remainders are

random.) Zeroes may be either:
O.

A. Prohibited

13; Required

C. Random,

IV Divis -ors. Divisors may be limited to nutbers frbt:

A. 10 -9°

1) All numbers 10;11; 2,

:2) Multiples of ten 0,20,30, 90

4.5

19



Division:2-- cant -;

B. 1 -50

1) AI1 numbers 10,11,12, 50

2) Multiples of ten 10 , 20i30j 50

20
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Division 3:3=5

Tnis program involves problems with three digit divisors

and 3 to 5 digit dividends.

Example:
481 / 546 610 / 2349 981 / E9873

The following options are available:

I. Remainders Remainders amy be either:

A. Pronibited

B. Required

C. Random

II. Zeroes (Dividend). Zeroes within individual digits of the

dividend may be

A. Prohibited

-B. Required

C. Random

III. aerass--(Divisar)_. All divisors may include zeroes in the:

A. One's digit

B. Ten's digit

C. One's and ten's digit

D. Random Usage

7
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Surmlemental Promrams

PlaceValue

This program povides review and practice in the skill

of identifyinm and reaming digits from one's to million's.

Rounding

This program provides. review of place value and rounding;

and practice in the skill of rounding numbers to the nearest

ten through ten thousand. .Three different ranges of problems

may be chosen.

Estimating

This program provides drill :and practice in the skill

of estimating answers to additiOnj subtraction; multiplication

and division problems.
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INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this manual is to acquaint the user with the Commodore

PET and to aid in its use in the classroom. The topics covered are:

I) Computer Operation
II) Trouble Shooting

III) Software Applications
IV) Classroom Use and Management
V) Software Evaluation

VI) Software Guide
VII) Answer Key

VIII) Glossary
IX) Bibliography

Throughout the manual there are exercises for you to try. If you have difficulty

with these, re-read the corresponding section. Answer keys are provided where

appropriate.

The Commodore PET (subsequently referred to in this manual as the PET)

is a relatively simple machine to operate. It is a self-contained computer

which means it is capable of receiving, processing and storing information

without the use of an outside source (such as a large computer often located

in an intermediate school district center). Information may be stored via a

cassette tape recorder or a disk drive, both of which are diacussed later in

this manual.

The PET was designed for school use and is a very sturdy machine. You

can type virtually any combination of keys without damaging the machine.* Thus,

do not be afraid if you accidentally hit two or more keys at once or preas a

wrong key.

* Adtiidlly there is one machine language POKE command which could damage the

screen. However, the odds of. the command and the subsequent number
sequence is extremely remote;

51



COMPUTER OPERATION

A. Taznine- n The Machine

The power switch is located on the bottoM left side on the back of the

machine; When turned on tl-e screen will print:

###Commodore Basic###
15359 BYTES FREE
.READY.

The number of bytes which appears determines the machine's memory size.

A machine With a larger memory can store a larger amount of information and

may be instructed to perform a longer series of operations.* Depending on-

the type of machine the numbers may vary. For example if you are using an

8K (K means thousand) machinei the Bytes Free number will be 7167. The

flashing white square is called the Cursor and

screen should you begin to type.

indicates your place

P " *.It L% / GI \ 1 t , '4-- it ij. 444cio 11;r445::;i-ymyi 7 8
A li 4 *

tPv i 7 1Z XC I ; ? Iswm-r I
6 MIMI

Diagram of the Keyboard

on the

* A series of operations stored in the computer's Memory for the machine to

perform is called a program.



B. The Keyboard

The keyboard is very similar to that of a, typewriter, .44:ith several of
..... ....... -,

the keys performing the same functions such as the spaice bar, shift and

return keys. One main difference is that the PST prints in capitals;

Holding down the shift key will print the symbols the top half of the

key. The following is a list of dae.special keys and their functions.

Take time to experiment with them.

SHIFT

SHIFT
LOCK

Shift: This key, when pushed with another
key will print the top character
on that key;

Shift Lock: Holds the shift key down.

Note: When the name of a key is followed_by an asterisk "*" it indicates that the
key is pressed with the shift key to obtain that operation.

CLR
HOME

C RS f?

iNST[t7EL

RETURN

-5-

Clear*: Will clear the screen but not
erase the memory).

Home: Will return the cursor to its home
position--the upper left hand corner.

Cursor *: Will move the cursor up one line
at a time--it must be used with
the shift key.

Cursor Will move the cursor down one
line at a time

Cursor *: Will move the cursor one space
to the left.

Cursor : Will move the cursor one space
to the right.

Insert*: Will insert a space.

Delete: Erases one character at a tame.
The movement is from right to left.

Return: Will place the cursor at the
beginning of the next line.

Space bar: Will create a space within a
line. It will also erase
characters from left to right.



Run*: When pressed with the shift keyi
it is the command for loading a
program.

Stop: Will stop a program.

Reverse: Allows the reversal of the black
and white portions of the characte
To activate this mode, press the
key unshifted. To return it to
the off position, press the_key

RUN
STCP

OFF
R VS

along with the shift key. It can
also be depressed to slow down
the scrolling when a program is
listed.

Before attempting

machine.

Press

Type: h o

Press

Type: R

Press the

the exercises

keys as shown.

which follow this section, do the examples on your,

(this clears the screen)

until the cursor is over the U

SHIFT C L R
HOME

u s e

SHIFT CRSR

This completes the correction of house to horse.

Type: UNTED

Press

Press

Type: I

Press

SHIFT

SHIFT

CRSR

Ii sr
DEL

111

until the cursor is over the T

(this inserts a space)

3 times (this brings the cursor to the
end of the word)



Type: STATLES

Press

Press

Press

PreSS

SHIFT

INS T

on
CRSR

4.1

C

Type:AMICA

Press

Press

Type: E R

Press

Press

Type: 0 F

shi/Fr

SHIFT

SHIFT

SHIFT

CRSR

CRSR

inisr
DEL

f1
CRSR

CRSTR

Your Screen should look like this:

UNITED

STATES

OF

AMERICA

until the cursor is over the E

(this removes the L)

7 times (this moves the cursor down
7 lines)

4 times (this moves the cursor right
4 spaces)

until the cursor is over the I

2 times (this creates 2 spaces)

3 times (this moves the cursor up 3 lines)

9 times (this moves the cursor left
9 spaces)



EXERCISE A

1. Type several lines of text, then clear the screen.

2. Type 'microcmputer'. Move the cursor, insert a space and type in the

missing o.

3. Type Commoddore. Move the cursor to erase the extra d.

(Answer key is provided)



C. Using The PET As A Calculator

The PET can be used to solve mathematical problems. The symbols used

for mathematic operations with the PET sometimes differ from those convention-

ally used PET mathematic symbols are as follows:

/ The division symbol

*: The multiplication symbol

+: The additiqcn symbol

The subtraction symbol

< : The less than symbol

: The greater than symbol

< : The not equal to symbol
(use the two keys listed above)

: The exponential, for example 52 would be typed
on the PET as 5f2

Since you will ask the PET to PRINT an answer; you must either type the

word "PRINT" or use the symbol for print, which is "?". Thus to find the

answer to 5+3 you must type: ? 5+3; then press the return key (or; PRINT 5+3).

The screen will show:

To divide 8 by 2:

? 5+3

8

READY.

? 8/2

4

READY.

5



Ready, followed by the flashing cursor signifies that the machine is ready for

another problem or command. (It is not a question.)

When solving arithmetical problems the PET follows the standard rules:

1. inside parenthesis are read first

2. exponential powers are calculated second

3. division/multiplication problems from left to right are solved next

4. addition/subtraction problems from left to right are solved last

The following problem would be read in this manner:

100 -(2X(5+4) -1)+5T2 5+4 is computed first (9)
2 times 9 (18) -1 = (17)
5t2=25
100-17 (83)

83+25=108

EXERCISE B

1. Solve these problems using the PET:

a) 479
-362

54

b) 367
X 58

6x3 +4 +2 -1

C) 493 79681

How would the PET solve these problems?

a) 40-10/2

b) 3+15/3-1+5*2

(Answer key provided)

-

100-(2x(;)-1+541
100-(18-1)+511
100-(17)+5t2
100-(17)+25
85+25
108

d) 390012
--64809_



D. Running Programs

The major uses of computers in the classroom involves loading, running,

and saving programs. The following section will explain the loading and saving

operations first using a cassette tape recorder, then using a disk drive unit.

Lastly, the running operation will be explained as it is the same for both

the cassette and disk drive.

Loading_A Program (Cassette)

There are different ways to load a program depending on the type of PET'

and how many programs are on the cassette.

METHODA. (does not apply to the PET 4000 S-rieS)

1. Place the cassette in the recorder and rewind it

2. While holding down the shift key, press the run/stop key.

The screen will print:

PRESS PLAY ON TAPE 1

3. After you press the play button on the recorder the screen will print:

OK
SEARCHING

Once a program has been located on the tape the screen will print:

FOUND "NAME OF PROGRAM"
LOADING

When this method is used the first program found on the tape will be

loaded. The program is ready to run when the screen prints:.

READY.

Some programs are written to begin automatically. For those that do

not, your screen will look like this:



OK
SEARCHING
FOUND "NAME OF PROGRAM"
LOADING
READY.

METHOD B

1. Place the cassette in the recorder and rewind

2. Type LOAD then press the return key

3. The screen will print as in method A

This method ado -1aad5 the first program found on the tape.

METHODC

1. Place the cassette in the recorder and rewind

2. Type: LOAD "name of program" then press the return key

Note: The quotation marks must be typed and the name of the program must be

typed exactly as it is titled on the tape.-

3. The screen will print:

OK
SEARCHING FOR "NAME OF PROGRAM"
FOUND "NAME OF PROGRAM"
LOADING
READY;

This method is mainly used with cassettes containing more than one program.

If a program is known to be near the end of a tape the fast forward button on

the recorder can be used to approximate the location and save time.

EXERCISE C

1. Using various tapes try loading programs via each method.

Saving Programs (cassette)

To make additional copies Of a program or to save a program you have

written, the information must be stored on another cassette. To save a

-12-
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program which is loaded in the machine, follow these steps:

1. Place a blank cassette in the recorder and rewind

2. Type SAVE "name of program" and then press the return key

(Note: Remember to include the quotation marks.)

3. The screen will print:

PRESS PLAY AND RECORD ON TAPE 1

4. Press both buttons simultaneously

5. The screen will print:

OK
WRITING "name of program"

Depending on the length of the program, the writing process may take from

30 seconds to 5 minutes. Upon completion the screen will print:

READY.

U

To ensure that the program was copied correctly, it is wise to verify the

accuracy. To verify a program follow these steps:

. Rewind the tape.

2. Type VERIFY then press the return key

3. The screen will print:

PRESS PLAY ON TAPE 1

4. After pressing the play button the screen will print:

OK
VERIFYING
READY.

0
(Note: It will take the same amount of time to verify as it did to write the

program. The word ready will appear upon completion of the process.)

If the screen prints: VERIFYING ERROR? repeat the saving process from

Step 1 through the verification process. If the problem continues try

"13



cleaning the cassette recorder (this process is discussed on page 18). If that

fails; try using a new blank cassette. Do not worry about losing your program.

It will remain in the-machine until the power is turned off or you type 'NEW'

followed by the return key.

EXERCISE D

1. Practice making copies and verifying tapes. (Use only public domain tapes.)

Loading--a--Disk4-1;_0_ Basic

At first glance the loading of a disk looks complicated. However, aftet

doing it a few times you will find that it is quite simple. BefOte actually

loading a disk there are a few things you should know firet;

a) Before turning on the equipment make sure there are no disks
in the Unit.

b) Always turn on the PET first; then the drive unit.

c) Always turn off the drive unit first, then the PET.

d) Always hold the disk by the label--never touch exposed portions
of the diSk.

The disk is always entered with the label facing up and the square
notch on the left;

Now you are ready to load a disk.

I. Turn on the PET, then the disk drive.

2. The red indicator lights will come on briefly, then turn off.

3. Choose a disk and gently slide it into one of the slots and close
the door.

4. Type: OPEN 1,8,15 (this must be typed every time a disk is loaded).

5. Type: PRINT#1,"I drive no." Your drive no. is either 1 or 0. Check
which slot your disk is in.

6. Type: LOAD "$ drive no.",8 This loads the directory so you can
see what programs are available.

7. Type LIST to view the directory.

8. To Ioad one of the programs type:

LOAD"drive no.:program name",8

-14-
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jThe program name must be typed in just as it appeared in the directory.

EXAMPLE: A game disk is put into the drive 0 slot. To load a program here

is the sequence of steps:

Sav-ing-Progr-am

OPEN 1,8,15
PRINT#1,"IO"
LOAD"$0"
LIST (to see directory)
LOAD"0:Aliens",8

Saving programs is done very quickly with the disk drive. Before this is

done a diskette must be prepared or formatted. The steps for preparing a diskette

are as follows: (drive 0 is used her as an example)

1. Type: OPEN 1,8,15

2. Type: PRINT#1,"NEWO:disk name,23" (any 2 digit number can be used)

3. To check the formatting load the directory

Now the diskette is ready for copying. For this example drive 0 contains the

blank diskette and drive 1 contains the di!;kette with programs.

1. Load a program to be copied from drive 1

2. Type: SAVE"0:name of program",8

3. To verify type: VERITY"0:name of program",8

To duplicate an entire disk follow these steps:

1. Prepare a diskette as desrribed above.

2. Type: PRINT#1,"DUPLICATE 0=1"

In this example the blank diskette is in drive 0 and the diskette containing

the programs is in drive 1. The drive containing the blank diskette always comes

first. DO NOT CONFUSE the drive numbers or you may lose all of your programs.

Verify as described above.

Erasing Programs (Disk): 3.0 Basic

You can erase individual programs from a disk or serveral at once. To

erase 1 program type:

PRINT #1,"S drive no:name of program "
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To erase several programs, where the names are not similar, type:

PRINT#1,"S drive no: name of program, drive no:name
of program..."

Example: PRINT#1,"SO:Aliens,0:Hangman" I

To check if your programs have been aced simply list the directory; Those

programs should no longer appear;

Using a disk: 4.0 Basic

Using the 4040 dual disk drive is even easier then using the 2040 disk

drive. There is no need to open or initialize during its operation. Follow

these steps: (drive 0 is used here) Insert the diskette into drive 0;

To load the directory:

1. Type: LOAD"SO",8

Loading Programs:

1. Type. LOAD"O:name of program",8

Ta_prepaze__a_meu diskette before _copying:

I; Type: HEADER"disk name",DO;i99 (any 2 digit number can be used in
place of 99.)

After this has been typed the computer will ask "Are you sure?" Be sure you

have indicated the correct drive number that contains the blank diskette.

Saving Programs:

1; Type: SAVE "O:name of program"i8

To verify a program:

1. Type: VERIFY"0:name of program",8

To copy-an-entire-dig-1c: (This command prepares the diskette.)

1. Type: RACKUP DO to DI Where drive 0 contains the diskette of programs
and drive 1 contains the blank diskette.

Erasing Programs:

To erase an individual program from a disk.

Type: SCRATCH DO,"name of program"

RunnitiPzogram

Running a program means just what the name implies--putting a program into

operation. In other words having the PET "run" the program.
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It is important to remember to answer specifically the questions the PET

asks and to watch the screen to determine if the return key is necessary.

To begin a program that does not do so autm:atically after loading, type:

RUB. Proceee to answer the questions printed on the screen. Most programs

accept Y or N for yes/no answers.

Some programs require that you press the return key after each response

to a question. Watch the screen. If nothing happens after you type in your

response, press the return key. If.you press it unnecessarily you will break

out of the program, that is, the program will stop and the screen will print:

READY

To intentionally terminate the program before comple-ion press the run/stop

key; This key is inactivated, however, if the PET is waiting for your response.

In that case, type any response then immediately press the run/stop key. If for

some reason that fails, pressine shift and run/stop key (as if to load). Just

remember that no matter what combination of keys you press, you will not harm the

machine; When typing the run/stop key the screen will print:

Break in 'A Number'
Ready

If you accidentally break out of a-program and 'wish to continue with the program

you must type CONT then hit return. The PET will then print a question mark and

wait for you to answer the last question asked; (Note: You must not type any

other keys before typing CONT or the PET will not allow you to return. Also some

programs, especially those using graphics will not function correctly when

typing CONT.)

If you break out of a program and wish to start over again type run then

return.

If after answering a question the PET prints:

? Redo from Start

The PET probably asked a question with a numeric answer to which you responded

with a letter, word, or symbol; Reread the question then type the appropriate

response to continue;



E. Cleaning and Caring for Your PET

The PET should be cleaned approximately once per month. If a great

deal of copying is to be done, it should be cleaned prior to and during the

process to give better results (clean every 10 tapes).

The cleaning process is very simple and takes less than 5 minutes.

Rubbing alcohol and Q-tips are needed.

Follow these steps:

1. dip the Q-tip in the alcohol

2. press the reject button on the tape recorder to open the case

3. press the play button

4. hold the Q-tip lightly against the rotating drive wheel

5. change Q-tips until no,dirt appears on the cotton

6. wipe the metal recording head

7. wipe the inside to rid the cassette of all dust

(Note: Check the head, drive wheel to be sure no cotton from the Q-tip remains

within the machine.)

EXERCISE F

1. Clean your PET cassette

2. Load and run a program

(If a load error appears, check the tape recorder for cotton fibers and attempt

to reload.)



F. Editing

In order to alter existing tapes co meet individual needs it is helpful

to understand a little about programs and a few BASIC commands. Type the

following program into your PET. Be pure to type NEW (followed by the return

key) to clear the memory. After typing each line be sure to press the return

key;

10 Print "Hi them"
20 Print "I'm your PET,'
30 End

This is a short program which will print two simple statements on the screen.

Notice, each command is preceeded by a line number. The line numbers tell the

PET in which order to perform the operations. Now clear the screen (press

shift and clr/home) and run the program. Your screen should look like this:

HI THERE
I'M YOUR PET
REAM

Clear the memory again and type in the folloving program:

10 Read A$, B$, C$
20 Print A$, B$, C$
25 Go to 10
30 DATA cat, dog, }louse
40 DATA run; see; it
50 End

Now run the program. Your screen will look like this:

CAT DOG HOUSE
RUN SEE IT
OUT OF DATA ERROR

Line 10 instructs the computer to read che information stored in the Data

statements. Line 20 instructs the computer to print the information on

the screen. Lines 30 and 40 store the information that is to be printed.

Line 50 ends the program. (do not conoetn yourself with line 25)
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Notite that in line 10; three variables are used and in lines 30 and 40

(called the DATA statements) three words are used. Thus whenever you want to

change information in a program the variables determine how many pieces of

information can be stored in the DATA Statements,

The $ after the letters A, B, and C tell the computer that words (or

lettetS) will be found in the DATA statements. If you want to store numbers,

simply omit the

The statement 'Out of Data Error' Jihiply means the PET ran out o

stored words to print after line 40. In commercial programs there is a

command to eliminate that Statement, but one that you need not know to use

the program.

When altering programs the changes are made in the DATA Statements. To

edit a program.folIow these steps:

1. Load a program (such as tachistoscope)

2. Run the program so you are familiar with its objective

3. Break out of the program and type LIST

4. Remember-to slow down the scrolling, press the off/rev key

5. When the list of DATA StateMents appears, release the off/rev

key and press the run/stop key

6. Type your words or phrases over the existing text in the DATA

statements. Be sure to seperate each word with a comma. Erase all

extra characters (use the space bar).

7. When the line is completed, press the return key to register

the change.

8. Continue through -the liSt taking -sure that the line lengths do

not exceed the limit defined in the program; or the number of

words is the same as the original program;

9. Run the new program to check for errors.

10. Save the new program.
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FAERCISE G

Choose two of the following programs to create your own personalized tapes.

Be sure to follow all of the above steps. Flash, U-do-it-spell, Hangman,

Vocab-u-pet.
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G. Helpful Hints

1. If the room has static do encourage students to touch another object
before touching the PET to avoid freezing the machine.

2. Do keep the PET as free of dust as possible.

3. Do unplug the PET overnight, vacations and weekends.

4. Do wait at least 1 minute after turning off the power, before turning
it on again.

5. Do not allow food or drink near the machine.

6. Do not place near a heat source or in front of drafty windows.

7. Do not leave the play button depressed.

8; Do not use cassettetype tape head cleaners;



Gettett-togError Messages

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Occasionally error messages will appear on your screen, or a.prograth may stop in the middle;

Most often they are the fault of the user. Here are some common errors and the correction procedures:

Problem

1. The PET prints:

SYNTAX ERROR

2. program breaks out
by itself

Cause

misspelled command word
command not in BASIC
extra symbol included

Correction

correctly type the word
use a legal command
delete the extra symbol
(usually a comma or period)

user did calculations
and omited the 1' while,

a program was in the
memory

delete.: the problems that
were printed by listing

program

program doesn't
respond to commands

shift lock is engaged release the shift lock

poor wiring froze program shut of machine; reload

static electricity program

The PET prints: faulty tape

LOAD ERROR dirty machine

rewind tape, reload

clean tape heads

. incorrect graphics
di4layed

program is in wrong to change upper to lower

case mode case type: POKE 59468,14

(either upper or lower)

71

to change lower to upper
type: POKE 59468,12



There are other errors and causes which can occur during the operation of

the. PET; If you are not sure of how to correct the problem, try returning the

program. If the problem persists, seek the assistance of someone more familiar

with the operation of the PET. Most corrections are relatively simple and will

become routine with experience on the machine.
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SOFTWARE APPLICATIONS

There are five basic types of computer programs each serving a specific

purpose; The majority of instructional programs are drill and practice or

simulation; When selecting programs for a student, keep the objective for

its use in mind.

1. Drill and Practice: name implies, this program gives the student

repetitious activities to reinforce a particular skill. Basic Facts

(public domain); You-do-it-spell (public domain) and Metric. Est (Cursor #2)

are but three examples.

2. Tutorial: This program actually proviee:. instruction to a concept

or skill. Examples are given and usually followed by a:prattice set of

activities. USeS Of homonyms and grammar rules would fall into this

category.

3. Simulation: This type of program is fiequently perceived as a game by

atudents It presents a particular situation or event and allows the

student to make decisions which affect the outcome. Ruling a country

Kingdom (Personal Software) and running a businessLemonade Stand (public

:::main) are two examples.

4. Logic: Thig type Of program requires the student to use inductive and

deductive reasoning skills; In effect these programs teach students how

to problem solve by presenting a puzzle which allows many avenues to be

taken to arrive at a solution. Hanoi (Cursor #5) is such a program.

5. Games: These programs were deSigned to be purely for entertainment

purposes, however many also require certain skills to be successful. For

example, AlienS (Cursor #16) requires astute eye-hand coordination and

Battleship (Pet cassette exchange) requires the student t.i plot a point

on a grid.



IV; CLASSROOM USE AND MANAGEMENT

To enable the effective use of micro-computer systems within the classroom,

the user should have knowledge of:

A) Component system hookup
B) Physical orientation of the computer
C) Classroom Management

1. scheduling
2. contract and reward systems

A. Component System Hookup

Although the PET can function as an isolated unit, when connected with

peripheral devices the versatility of the PET is greatly enhanced, providing

for a wide range of classroom applications.

Common peripheral derices available for operation with the PET are:

cassette tape recorders; dual disk drives, and printers.

The cassette recorder has its i'i'. cable and connttctor attached. There is

only one slot which it will fit into, and it fits only one way. The slot is

located in the left rear corner (facing rear) of the PET.

If you are uci--,g one peripheraleither the disk drive or the printer-7you

Will need a PET t. IEEE cabl; The large flat end connects to the PET in the

large right hand slot at the rear of the machine (facing rear). The other end

slips into the only slot at the rear of the printer or disk. Be sure to tighten

the screws.

If you are using both a printer and a disk and IEEE to IEEE cable is aeeded.

First connect one of the units to the PET as v:scribed above. Then connect one

end cf the IEEE to IEEE cable to the other unit and piggyback (by screwing on the

connector) the last end to the connection on the first unit. Both the disk

drive and printer must be plugged into an outlet.



:IMPORTANT: 1. NEVER connect or disCOnnect any peripheral while any of the

units (including the PET itself) is turned.on.

2. Be sure to instruct your students (if more than one PET is

hooked up to the peripherals) not to request the services

of a peripheral at the same time. (Example: Do not have

two students requesting the printer to print an exercise

at the same time.)

3. DO NOT use a three prong adapter. Three hole outlets MUST

be used.

B. Physical Layout cf Hardware

When deciding how to arrange your equipment within the classroom, several

important items must be considered:

1. Attempt to locate all equipment in the same general area o

2. Do not locate the equipment in drafty or dusty areas.

the room.

3. If possible isolate the equipment from the rett of the room.

(The machines are highly motivating and can be distracting to other

students.) If isolation is not poSSible attempt to face the screens

away from the general instrucional areas.

4. Each computer and peripheral device (except cassette recorders) will

require an electrical outlet.

5. If multiple computers and peripherals are to be used together, they can

be placed no further apart than their cables will permit.

On the following page you will find suggested layouts for the equipment.
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C. Classroom Management

To effectively use computers in the classroom it is helpful to construct

a usage chart and post it in the room. This helps both the students and the

teacher see, at a quick glance, whose turn it is to use the PET. The chart

should specify the program to be used and the amount of time to be spent on

the program. A suggested time is a minimum of 20 minutes if a cassette is

used. If a contract or reward system is to be used, set aside a block of time

each week for this purpose.

It is most important to instruct students in the use of the computer

equipment, before allowing them to use it. The student lesson book-provided

can bi-. used individually or with a group, Be sure to cover classroom rules

concerning the equipment and stick by them.

The two charts which are found on the following pages are suggestions

as to how computer time may be allocated. They are based on a 15 student

caseload. The first chart allocates time using the students as a base, the

second chart uses subject matter; Additionally; examples are given of

contracts used as a reward system;
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HOUR

WEEKLY COMPUTER SCHEDULE

Week of

MONDAY
TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
FRIDAY,

Math

Simulations

Reading

Logic

Math

Science

Reading

Social Studies

Special

Purposes

oar....M.M11WHOW

Teacher

Preparation

Time



WEEKLY COMPUTER SCHEDULE
Week of

MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY

lob A. 8:00-8:20

am C. 8:20-8:40

lohn L. 8:40-9:00

Mult;

Div;

Add

basic Facts

Darts

Drag

Mult.

Div.;

Add

---

MAKE

UP

TIME--

hie B. 9:00-9:20

11m M. 9:20=9:40

at R. 9:40=10:00

SPECIAL

ro O. 10:0010:20

Ed P. 10:20-10:40

n1 R. 10:40-11:00

USES

and

Pam S. 11:00-11:20

Bob F. 11:20-11:40

Sill T.11:40-12:00

FREE

reliti N. 1:00-1:20

Fred B. 1:20-1:40

Eric L. 1:407203

TIME

reacher

Conference

Period Si



CONTRACT EXAMPLE #1

(student name) will complete (-assignment) by (date)

with (accuracy? -__. In return he/she will earn (minutes)

of free time on the computer.

John Doe will complete 10 pages in Math

by September 15 with 80Z accuracy In return he will earn

20 minutes of free .rime on the computer;
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CONTRACT EXAMPLE #2

(student nixie) will (minutes)

when he achieves (% mastery)

of free time on the computer

on -cass-ignment

John Doe will earn 30 minutes of free time on the computer when he adhieVeS

90% on his spelling list.



CONTRACT EXAMPLE #3

This system can also be used with EI students where specific behaviors are

.,ubstituted for assignments and used to reward students.

(student name) ill earn minutes of free time on the computer

when he/she (behavior) (frequency)

John Doe will earn 45 minutes of free time the computer when he completes

all assigned work 4 daysin a row.



EVALUATING SnFTWARE

When using computer programs with students for remedial on' ,Ises there

'ire several aspect-- to consider. Many programs are appealing :te surface,

but a closer look can reveal characteristics which make them inappropriate

for remedial use. The tollowing is a checklist of items to consider when

selecting instructional programs:

SOFTWARE IN GENERAL

Does the material make realistic assumptions about the user?

Are in,rructions available i and if so; are they clear?

Is support material necessary, and if so; it it available?

- Has the material been field tested and/or otherwise evaluated?

- Is there documentation for the instructor to use in modifying
the material?

Is "le text on the screen readable (presented in a concise
-,-.red fashion)?

= I 2adability level of the te. .ppropriate for the
tat ,set?

Are response modes eas:;_gned fo. the target uor.r?

Does the use of sound; graphics; color, etc; distract from
the lesson rather than enhance?

- Are capabilities of the microcomputer fully and imaginatively
Used in the lesson? (color graphics - sound)

Is there evidence of fun while learning? (motivption)

- Dies the program use putdowns?

DRILL AND PRACTICE /' TTORIAL

curry ::t practice?

Does the lesson exist in isolation or is it part of a collection
if modules and support material?

Cati the student make an entry into the lesson otter than
the beginning?

Is the mate: al contained in the lesson consistent with

- Is there evidence of internal recordkeeping pacing the
user through the lesson?

- Does the material provide the inst:uctor with a record of
student responses?



S 1MULAT ION

- Does the simulation clearly ,tale its objt=ctive?

TS the simulation representative of the event it purports

to image?

- Can the simulation be re-entered at a point of exit?

EXERCISE H

1: Evaluate these programs: YOO-do-it-apell; Crossbow; Guess-mV-sentencr,

using the above criteria.

SOFTWARE GUIDE

The following pages are an excerpt from rhe software guide used

within the Linden; Fenton; Lake Fenton COmpb: r Consortium. The

software guide should inclUde a liting of available software within

a district as Well a brief discription of each program to assist

intA-eated teachers in the selection of appropriate softWate.
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PET Language Arts Programs

Alpha Man--An exercise which teaches the alphabet. The user must supply missi
letters of the alphabet.

Alphabet Search--A tracking exercise using letters. The time required is recc

Alphabetizing--The user alphabetizes two words at a time. A correct response
produces moveable graphics.

Dolch 1-11--The flash program using Dolch words.

Flash--Can be used to teach new words or spelling; Twenty words flash one at
time at various places on the screen; The user is to type them. The per
cent correct is given at the end of the program. The word list can be
changed;

Guess My. Sentence- Contains two tapes, elementary reading exercise. A repetiti
drill and practice, using scrampled sentences (basically three letter word
Len sentences per series.

b_,L:f;man--Computerized version of this old favorite. Super graphics. Word Iis
can be changed.

Jotto--A guessing vale involving 5 letter words; The PET will tell you what
letters you have guessed correctly;

Kucera :-.4--The flash program using the Kucera Francis words.

computerized version of this olcr, but_ goodie. The user is asked_to
tyvt in verbs, adverbs; etc. A paragraph then appears u-s...ng the supplied
words.

Aatch--The game of concentrat:;.-n using symbols.

Phrase--A game for two players.. It is like hangman but 17-Les phrases or senten
It can be used for sentence structure or fill in r';:e blank practice as in
test revises.

q's and Z's--Clues are given where the correct answer begins witn a Q or Z.

Scrambler--An alphabet:_ing exercise us-mg letters. The rating at the end of
sequence is based on speed., (not as easy as it sounds)

Search-- program which creates wort: searc: puzzles. A printer iF needed.

Spe11-7This 1) gram allows you to cre.te word lists of your own. (five lists
Which can each contain 26 words,. The user 1' ins to taped words and
spells them on the PET. It than lists words rectly spelled and those
needing practice.

6 /
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Spelling_DrillA s7elling exercise in which the user types in words topractice;
Words appear on the screen with their 1,2:ters scrambled. The number of
words_practiCed; number spelled correctly; help needed; and answers given
are displayed.

Tachistos.;ope77An exercise to increase Sight vocabulary. _Words or phrases are
briefly flashed on the screen for the Student to read and retype.

.ocab-U-PetA spelling program; To put in ybur on list of five words at a
time; type 'taacher' when the PET asks you your name: Directions will be
given. The PET then will flash the words one at a time and the user must
Type them.

Word MachineElementary reading exercise. The user looks for a word printed cq
the screen among foils. Three letter words are already in the program or
the user can type in own three letter words. Score is computed upon
completion.

Write to Read--An eleaentary reading .&-=!t-ciSe. The user :eadS an types missing
wordsinsenetences (three lettet words). Gives time and ntber correct and
Incorrect. Four tapes.

LOU- o-Tt7Spe117-A program which allows the user to create 5 word lists containing
25 words each for spelling prccice; A standard tape recorder iv nto.ded.
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PET Math Programs

Arrows--A simulation of shooting arrows at a target; Angle and velocity are to
be calculated.

Basic Facts--Flash drill of basic math facts. Calculates number of correct
responses under 4 seconds; number of correct responses over 4 seconds; and
number of correct responses uttimed.

BJack--The game of blackjack. (Good for mental computation.)

Box--A game in_which the player finds a':.omic deflection patterns on a grid;
Uses coordinates andosome elementary angle geometry. (Must type run 1
to run the program.)

t'*semist--A game in which the player attempts to dilute solutions withol: blowing
up; Provides practice with ratios and proportions.

Crossbow-7A game in which the user tries to determine the Iractional representation
of a dot on a scale; Excellent practice determining the relationships between
fractions; Three skill levels aLe provided.

Darts--Math game to increase mental computation skins in addition, subtraction,
multiplication; and division. Can be used with -one or two players._ Three
skill levels are provided which correspond to the number of digits in a
problem.

Drag--A graphic drag race for 1 or 7 s. Simple addition and subtraction
's are given. Cor-ect alwel, move the cars.

EdutiIities--Calculates the greatest common di r, surface area of a cylinder,
triangle information; base number conversion, tempeLacure conversion; prime
number generator, Roman nmerality; and metric conversion.

Equiv Fractions--A tutorial program teaching the covcept of equivalent fractions.

Financial Math--Corrputes calculations in business and money; trigonoruLtry;
probability aiJ statistic, and a L.saversion table; Eath category has
several suc.icegories U chose from;

Grid - -A short tutorial and dri)i c= plotting coordinate points 7i.A a plane.

rid: Aic,ebra--Teaches the basic algebraic p-_-lniples usiLL aree variable:, and_
audition and subtraction. The program begins with simple one_digit problems.
Success on a ten problem series determlnes the next level of difficulty.
(Moves towar-1 multi-digit problems)

Large/small frac--A and practice T-;%ereb: the user selects the
fractions- presented. Options .11.1c1v.de .:roper fractions only or

improper fractions.

?.1- of two

_.p-r and

::emotAate Stand--A simulation of operat'__ng a .Lemonade stand at: a business for profit;
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Long Division--Teaches the skills of estimating in long division. Nine grade
levels are provided. When incorrect the correct solution is shown with
enough time for the student to find his error; Calculates the number
correct upon completion of the program;

Martian Math--An addition drill in the form of: 6 tens plus 15 ones. Graphics
,display with a score of 100%.

Math--The game of concentraion--using numb,:rs. The catch !.s to match numbers
adding up to a specific-' sum.

Math Whiz--A timed drill for 2 players. A problem with answer is presented. The
players must decide if the answer is correct. A runn43g_score is kept.
Addition; sibtraction, multiplication and division are offered as optiong.

MAXit7-A game for one or two players. A' grid with positive andacgaive integers
is shown. Players take turns trying to capture numbers. Each i:layer an
move in only one direction. The score is computed after each turn.
the addition of positive and negative numbers.

Metric Conv--Helps students (through the use of a chart) how to convert one metric
measure to another.

Metric Est.--An exercise whereby the user is presented with graph' or
areas and is asked to_estimate their size using centimeters. correct
is computed upon completion of the program.

Mix/Improp Fractions--A drill to change mixed numbers to improper fractions and
vice versa.

Plot--A program graphing functions; sin; tan; and the user can put in his on
function;

Snoopy--A program teachi. addition of positf.ve arm negative numbers. A
number line presents problems. Correct answers count as shots at the Red
Barua (and a chance to see Lim parachute out of :;he sky).Wronganswers
are shown as bullet holes in Snoopy's doghouse. Five skill levels corre-
spond tc the tia0.provided for a response.

,Red/Equiv_FracDrills students on either reducing fractions to lowest terms cr
completing equal :ractions.

RulerGraphically ;...ids students in reading ruler.- Corrections to incorrect
responses a:e shown graphically;

TictacarichTic Tac Toe using math pro'-- Is.

Tic Tac Pet- -Tic Tac Toe using equations. Ten 3kill levels are provided involving
uega,-ive and positive intergers; decimals etc.

Train--The program presats story problems involving time speeL, and distance.

4^,
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PET GAMES

Aliens- -Shoot the ali,-ns before they get you.

AmbushIsolate your enemy in a forest;

Bagels--A guessing game. Try to guess a four digit number. Exact means right
number in right sequence. Matcher means right numt,er, wrong place.

Bat--Keep your bat alive by feeding him.

Battleship--Computerized version of the find the ship on the grid game.

ftjacIE-=The game of Blackjack.

Boswain--Which hand has the gems? Don't lose your fingers!

BrickA game in which the user attPmpts to estimate the speed of a moving (which
disappers) and stop it as close to a window as possible without going through.

Capture!- -Trap the beasts before get you

Catch--Play catch with the PET.

ChaseA game for one or two players refluiring quick reflexes and coordination.
One player tries to catch another or the PET by moving smbolP _.- a grid.
The time elapsed is displayed upon capture. Watch out for the trap doors.
They put you anywhere on the screen.

Checkers--An old favorite computerized.

Cops - -A two car elase with cops and robbers.

Defend--Defend your space station from attackers.

Dots--The old favorite cvmputerized.

Draw Poket--'mputerized version of the same game.

Dungeon--The game of dungl!ons and dragons.

zscape--A game played against the computer that calls for quic- thinking. You
try .3 escape from a 6.-ison patrolled by robots. Mcves are counted upon
completion of the pro.nm.

F Bail--A game of footbalk played against the PET or an 3pponent. It may be
helpful to write down the plays and corresponding Tumbers for reference
during the game.

FifteenMove the numbered squares around to get them in order.

Fire-=Put our the fire before you run out of tithe.

Frog --Keep your frog alive by catching flies.



PET GAMES

Gammon- -The game or Backgammon played against the computer. Before loading
this program type "NEW" to Clear the memory. (This program requires
the entire capacity of the PET).

GodziIla--Save the town from the dreaded monster.

Gomoku--Similar to Othello. 5 levels of play.

Joust--A simulation of the medieval sport of jousting.

Kalah--Au old game using rocks in a pit.

Miner--Dig for gold;

Nab--Similar to a pin ball game; Get as many points as you can before you crash.

Ouranos-Destroy your enemy's house using nature.

Poker--A game of poker against the machine. The PET calculates who owes whom and

how much.

Police--Try to catch a criminal using a mar and clues.

Race--A two player game. User picks the speed and the number of pyloas then
races opponent to the finish line.

Rail--Run a rail station without crashing your trains.

Rat Run--Find your way out of a maze.

Reverse--Similar to the game of Othello.

Road Race--A maze game. Try to maneuver a dot tl:rcugh a ma- a in a race against
time. Skill levels of one to nine correspond to the speed of the moving
dot. Sound easy? It's not. A real test of reflexa;

Shark--A ,;ame in which you are the shark and attempt to get a2. many swimmers as
possibl and avoid the divers before the people can swim to shore.

Sheep- -Get your sheep in the barn before they eat all the corn.

Shoot--A game for quick reflexes. Try to shoot a moving target. live skill
levels correspond to the speed of the target.

Snake--A game to play a,.:;ainst the PET or_a friend. Tests quick retia7!:ts and

coordination. .e .1bloct is to wind your snake aroand without running into
a wall or yourself.

Spot--Tic Tac The ow, you *gust gcic 4 is a row;

Thunt!--rind the %-eas.ire be.ire the roboi3 get yo. .a.

Yahtzee--Compgreriz,:(.1 17,-.1Ar:n of the itz2 rAamoer to font car .,;ay.

9 %



PET Social Studies Programs

Capitals--A drill which teaches the capitals of states and counties.
user may choose between multiple choice or fill in the blank for res;,c-se.

Depth _Charge--A game which teaches directionality (North, South, -East,
West). The player must locate a mine on a three dimensional grid before
it blows up.

Hurkle--A game which teaches directionality u :wo dimensions;

Kingdom--TA simulation game where the user ru. , land of Sumeria; Land is
sold; crops planted; and people are fed u r. :.4h a series of decisions; The
effectiveness of ruling the country is calculated upon termination of reign.

Westward Ho--A simulated trek across the country where many dectsions_must be
made along the way. Very d;.fficult to succeed from the_start. (If you
answer "yes" to the question "Do you want to play again?" just after you
have died on the trail it will begin the next game on the spot where you
died.)
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PETScience Programs

Box--Sc -ith

Educilities--.:ee Math

Metric Est.--See Math

SpaceFaCtS=7A ptog at which allows ycu to travel to distant plandtS_ to find out

how much you weigh; how high you can jump and how far you Can throw a hall

on those planets.

9



PET Logic Programs

Dots--A computerized version of the paper and pencil game. The user competes

against the computer.

Hanoi--An excellent game of logic. The user_attempts to move an entire stack
of blocks from one pad to one of two others, never putting a larger block
on top of a smaller_one. This is to be done in the fewest possible moves.
You may_choose a pile from three to seven disks. Upon completion it will
state the number of moves you took and the fewest moves possible;

One Queen - -A game based on the move of the chess queen; Ven difficult--I don't
know if it's possible to beat the computer; Can you a way?

keversThe game of. Othello; The object of the game is to as many of your
symbols on the board as possible. When you capture a!, opponent_his symbol5
reverse to yours. To capture you must have a symbol I both sides of your
opponent (They don't tell you that in the directions) You may compete
against another person or the computer. It can be becen.

9')
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VII. ANSWER KEY

Exercise I

1. press shift and clear/home key

2. move the cursor left until it is over the M, insert a space by pressing
the shift and inst/del key, type in the letter 0

3. move the cursor left until it is over either d, press the delete key to
erase the extra d.

Exercise II

1. a) 841 b) 21286
f) 19

2. a)

161.624746 325203 625



GLOSSARY

ASCII - American Standard Code for Information Interchange. Assembly

language.

2. BASIC Beginners all-purpose Smbolic Instruction Code. The language
you would use to program the PET.

3. Bit = A piece of information in base 2.

4. Byte - A standard unit of memory. There are 8 bits to a byte.

5. Chip - a microprocessor.

6. CPU - Central Processing Unit. The circuit board.

7. CRT - Cathode Ray Tube display, the video screen.

8. Cursor - The flashing white square denoting placement on the screen;

9. Data Statements - A list of constants to be read by the computer. The

contents of these statements can be controlled by the user; example,

spelling lists.

10. direct mode - The mode in operation when the PET is turned on The PET

can be used as a calculator or to print text in capital letters

when in this mode.

U. Floppy disk - A flexible disk for storing data which has a high speed
retrieval.

12. Graphic mode - The mode in operation when the shift key is depressed.
To obtain lower case letters type POKE 59468,12.

13. List The command which will produce the actual program in BASIC
language. This command is used when a change in data statements is

desired.

14. Memory - The storage capability of a-computer. It is measured in K's

where 1K-1024 bytes.

15. Motherboard - A circuit board containing empty slots which allows future
expansion of memory or the addition of peripherals.

16. New - This is a command which clears the memory..

17. Peripherals - Adjuncts to the computer; i.e., printer, floppy disk, etc.

18; Poke - A statement to put the PET into graphic mode and back to direct mode.

19. RAM - Random access memory, the board containing data in binary code.

20. ROM - Read only memory - permanent storage of data that cannot be changed;

i.e., the BASIC language.

9?
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APPENDIX A

USAGE LOG

Student Date Classroom

Date Program Type* Total Time

* M-Math L-Language Arts G-Game
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APPENDIX B

for use with 3.0 disk

1. Load the Directory

Open 8,_15_
"I0"

Load "$0" 8

List

2. Load a Rr-,giam

Open 1; 8; 15
Print #1, "i0"
Load "0: Hangman", 8

3. Preparz a NeW, Ditkette

Open 1, 8, 15
Print #1, "NEWO: Math Disk; 23"

Save_and_Verify a Program

Save "0: Hangman", 8
Verify "0: Hangman", 8

. Copy an entire Disk_

Print #1, "Duplicate 0 = I"
(0 is the blank diskette)

6. Erasing A Program.

Print #1, "SO: Hangman"
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APPENDIX C

for use with 40 diSk

1. Load theDirectorI

Load "$0", 8

,.oad a Program

Load "0: Hangman",

1"repare a New Diskette

Header. "Math Disk ", DO; 122

4. Save & Verify a Program

Save "0: Hangman", 8
Verify "0: Hangman", 8

5. .,.22zan_entireDiak

. Back tip_DO_to D1
CD1 contains the Blank Diskette)

6. Erasing a Program

Scratch DOi !'Hangman"
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INTRODUCTION

What t011oWs is a manual to teach students how to use the PET computer:

The first section is mandatory for all students; Tt is divided into six

lessons:

Lesson I
Lesson 11
Lesson III
Lesson IV
Lesson V
Lesson VI

Turning on the Machine
Using the PET as a Calculator
The Keyboard
Special Keys: The Space Bar and Return Keys
Loading a Program
Running a Program

Also included is a list of do's and don'ts;

Following each lesson is a quiz or exercise. Be sure your students

complete them. After they have completed the first section and passed.

the review quiz, you should then instruct them in some simple correction

procedures should a problem occur or if typing errors are made while using

the PET. Topics to be covered are:

Error Messages

1. syntax error
2. break message
3. redo from start'
4. load. error

How to Erase Mistakee

l. the del key
"); the cursor left key
3; The space bar

After receiving this instruction; students who want to learn more about

this machine can work through the optional second section covering the cursor

control keys; It is designed for the students to complete independently.
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LESSON I

How to Turn the PET On

Look at the back of the PET. ln the lower right corner there is a

switch, Press it. Now you should see a little white dot, This dot tells

you the machine is on.

Look at the screen. It SheUld look like this:

###Commodore Basic###

15359 Bytes Free

READY.

for 7167)

The word READY tellS you that the PET can now do what you want it to, It

is not asking you a question. The flashing white square is called the

cursor and shows you your place on the screen.

Before you go on, take this zbetk test:

Quiz #1

1. Thelswitch for turning the PET on and Off is on the front or back?

2. The white dot on the switch tellg you the machine is

3. The white flashing square is called the

4. The word READY is asking you if you Are ready to use the PET? yes or no



LESSON II

Calculator

The PET can do'math problems; You will be asking the PET to PRINT the

answer so you must use the code for that word Which is ?. If you want to

fin:. the answer to 5+3 You would type it chis way on the PET:

? 5+3

8

READY.

Fl
The word READY tells you that the PET is ready for another problem.

There are four symbols that the PET ,ses:

The addition sign

The subtraction sign

The multiplication sign *

The division sign

Quiz I2

1. What are the signs for: a) Multiplication

b) Subtraction

c) Division

d) Addition

2. Eo these probl-ms on the PET.

a) 5+4 6x7 4 177 d) 9-5



LESSON III

The Keyboard

The keyboard is a lot. like a typet:iriter. Look at the keys. Most of

the keys have a letter and a sy b 1. Try pressing different keys. You

will see the letters printed on-the screen.

Now find the SHIFT key; Hold it down and press a letter key. ThiS

timethtsymbol is printed on the screen.

What do you think will happen if you-spress the SHIFT LOCK key and

then press other letter keys? Try it to see if you are right.

The SHIFT LOCK key holds the shift down until you 'unlock' it by

pressing the key again; Practice typing different words and symbols.

Before you go on take this check test.

Quiz #3

1. Most of the keys have a and a printed on them.

2. When you press the SHIFT key and a letter key a is printed on

the screen.

3. What does the SHIFT LOCK key do?

1 O..

6,



LESSON IV

Special Keys

Find the long bar at the bbttbth of the keyboard. This is called the

SPACE BAR; It prints spaces on the screen. Try printing this sentence:

The cat ran up the tree.

Did you use the SPACE BAR b.tween the words? If you didn't; try it again;

Find the RETURN key. This key returns the,cursor to the beginning

of the next line. Try it.

Quiz #4

1. What is this key? I

2 What does the return key do?



LESSON V

Loadimg a Program (cassette)

There are different ways to load a program from a cassette. This booklet

will show two ways which will work on all PET=Computers.

1; Place the cassette in the recorder and rewind. (Always be sure to press the
the stop key after the cassette is rewound.)

Type LOAD then press the return key.

The screen will print: PRESS PLAY ON TAPE 1

3; After you press the play button the screen will print:

OK
SEARCHING
FOUND "name of program"
LOADING
READY;

0
The program is now ready to run. The PET has loaded the first program on the tape.

If you have a tape with many programs on it and you want to load a program

that is in the middle, here is all you do:

1. Place. the cassette in the recorder and rewind.

2; Type LOAD "name of program" and press the return key.

3; The screen will print:

OK
SEARCHING
FOUND "name of program"
LOADING
READY.

Exercise: Try loading some programs using the two different ways.

1.09.
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LESSON VI

Running -a-Program

When you run a program you must answer the PET exactly. Most of the

time you have to press the RETURN key after you type in your answer. Watch

the screen! Some programs do it for you.

To begin a program that did, not start automatically, type the word

RUN and press the RETURN key: Answer the questions printed ou the screen.

You can type Y or N for yes and no it most programs.

If you hit the RETURN key accidentally, the program may stop. The

screen will print:

READY

If you want to stop the program; press the RUN/STOP key; If you hit the RUN/STOP

key the screen will print:

BREAK IN 'a number'
READY

If you accidentally break out of a program in either of these ways and wish to

continue with the program you must type cont then hit return. The PET will then

print a question mark and wait for you to answer the last question it asked.

(Note :. You must not type any other keys before doing this or the PET will not let

you return. Also some programs which use graphics (Pictures) will not work correctly

when you type cont) If you break out of a program and wish to start over again

type run then return.

If after answering a question the PET prints:

? REDO FROM START
9

The: PET probably asked a question with a number for an answer, reread the question

and try a different answer.

1 to



DO'S AND DON'TS

1. If there is .static electricity in the room touch your chair before

touching the PET.

2. When the cassette recorder has finished loading do not leave the

play button down.

3. Too not have food or drinks near the machine;

4. Do treat the PET like you treat your pet at home -- with care.

5. Do not flip the PET on and off quickly;'

111
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REVIEW QUIZ

1. The flashing white square is called:

a) homer
b) program
c) cursor
d) white square

2. When READY is printed on the screen it means:

a) PET is asking you if you are ready
b) nothing
c) you told the PET you are ready
d) PET is telling you it is ready

3. When you press the shift key and a letter key a is printed.

a). a symbol
b) a letter
c) a number
d) the screen clears

4. Do these problems:

a) 7 plus 4
b) 8 times 9
c) 20 divided by "4
d) 10 take away 2



ANSWER KEY

Quiz #1

1. back
2. on
3. cursor
4. no

Quiz #3

1. letter and symbol
2. symbol
3. holds the shift key in place

Quiz #4

Quiz.#2

1. a)

b) -
c) /
d) +

space bar
moves the cursor to the. beginning of the next line

1. c

2; a.
3; a
4; a) 11

b) 72

c) 5

.d) 8

(

11'
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OPTIONAL; SECTION

carsor -keys

look at the top row of the number key pad. These 4 keys are called

the CURSOR KEYS because they move the CURSOR around the screen. Without

shift key the cursor key will follow the direction on the bottom of

the k Y. With the shift key pressed, the cursor key will follow the

direction printed, on the top of the key.

return cursor

OR5P cursor down

ER cursor right

home

rfY mOvIng the cursor around the screen.

WITH SHIFT

CLR

HOW
clears screen

cursor Up

cursor left

rYpe Y°141- name. Now press the CLR/HOME key with the shift key. This made

the screen blank. Move the cursor down, to the middle of the screen. Now

press the CLR/HOME key. The cursor should have returned to the upperleft

liand_cotner of the screen. This is the HOME position.

40 2 01

1; Wat do the cursor keys do?

2. Where is the home position?



Cursor Key' continuorn_

3. Fill in this chart (hint: you might not have to use all squares)

a)

b)

c)

CLR
HOME

SHIFT

Cursor right =

4, Try doing the following :in order .

a) move the cursor to the bottom of the screen

b) move the cursor to the middle of the screen

c) move the cursor to the lower right hand corner

d) move the cursor to the upper right hand corner,
p

e) return the cursor to the home position

If you need help use the chart on page 1 of this section.

=15=



This is a special key to help you correct your typing mistakes. INST

stands. for -insert. Inset- means to put in. With the shift key you can

make a space in a word so you can put in a letter.

Type HUSE. You wanted to type HOUSE.

Move the cursor until it is on the U.

Press the shift and the inst key.
del

You now have a space and can type in the letter 0.

Press the return key.

Try correcting these words:

a) change. HOSE to HORSE

b) change WERE to WHERE

c) change WITOUT to WITHOUT

The bottom art of the key--DELLStOndt for delete. Delete means to take

out. You do not need the shift key. Type HOURSE. You wanted to type HOUSE.

Move the cursor until it is over the S. PreSS the

The key took out the R so you now have the Ord house.



One More Kev (continued)

Try correcting these words:

a) change CHAEIR to CHAIR

b) change CLASSRROOM to CLASSROOM

c). change HARND to HAND

Try these:

Change BLACKTOARJ to BLACKBOARD

Change FLOUIRS to FLOWERS

You can also type over wrong letters to correct your mistakes. Use the

key to move the cursor over the incorrect letter. Now type the

right letter.

Type PAPIR

Use the CRSR key to move the cursor over the

Now type an E.

Try these:

change taple to table

change store to stone

change flime to flame

Quiz V2

1. What does the-INST key do?

2. What does the DEL key do?

3. The INST DEL key needs the shift key? (choose one)

4.. What can the space bar do?

, 5. Correct these words:

change HORSE to HOUSE I18 change RUG to ROUGE
change CAERPETS to CARPETS change BLENKATS to BLANKETS

-17-



OPTIONAL REVIEW QUIZ

C71..17
1. When you press the

HOVE
key

a) the screen clears
b) the cursor return to the home position

2. The home position iq:

a) upper right hand corner
b) lower left hand corner
C) upper left hand corner
d) lower right hand corner

3. Change HORSE to HOUSE.

4. Change: The cat ran up the_tree. to
The cat ran down the tree.

5. Change COMPTER to COMPUTER.
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ANSWER KEY FOR OPTIONAL SECTION

Quiz #1
1. moves the cursor
2. upper left hand corner
3. a) moves cursor to home position

b) moves cursor up

Quiz #2

1, creates a space
2. takes out a space, erases letters
3. INST
4. erasesletters

Review Quiz

1, 6

2. c

=19-
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